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                        ∙ YOSPHOTO ∙ 
      Beautiful, Stunning Memories that last a lifetime … 

                    ________________________________________________________ 

 

Our goal is to give you an artsy, timeless, and unique images of your special day. 

All images will go through a lengthy color balancing process, and a good many will be 

fully retouched. The final product we give you is the images on disc, fully released for your 

own use. You can opt to add albums/photobooks and prints on different kinds of photo 

papers/texturings to the packages a la carte. (Prints can also be purchased directly from 

your wedding online gallery) 

 

* BRONZE Package                                                                                       $1600 

 

- 4 Hours of Photography coverage 

- 1 Photographer on Wedding day 

- Unlimited photoshoot locations 

- Unlimited images will be taken (around 300 images) 

- Online Gallery (select images for friends/family to view/purchase) 

- FREE black/white and sepia images (around 50 images) 

- ALL images are color balanced 

- Special Retouching of up to 10 images 

- Digital High Resolution of images to keep forever  

      (on discs – Originals, Black/White, Sepia, and Retouched folders) 

 

  * SILVER- 6 or 8 Package                                                                   $2000/$2200 

 

- 6 or 8 Hours of Photography coverage 

- 1 Photographer on Wedding day 

- Unlimited photoshoot locations 

- Unlimited images will be taken (around 600/800 images) 

- Online Gallery (select images for friends/family to view/purchase) 

- FREE black/white and sepia images (around 100 images) 

- ALL images are color balanced 

- Special Retouching of up to 20 images 

- Digital High Resolution of images to keep forever  

            (on discs – Originals, Black/White, Sepia, and Retouched folders) 

 

Note: 

 

Wedding photography coverage by Associate photographer for Bronze and Silver 

packages (1 photographer) is available for $1200, $1600, and $1800.  
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  * GOLD Package                                                                                            $3600 

 

- 8 Hours of Photography coverage on Wedding day 

- Includes 2 Hours of Engagement session (1 photographer) 

- 2 Photographers on Wedding day 

- Unlimited photoshoot locations 

- Unlimited images will be taken (around 1200 images – wedding day) 

- Online Gallery (select images for friends/family to view/purchase) 

- FREE black/white and sepia images (around 150 images) 

- ALL images are color balanced 

- Special Retouching of up to 40 images 

- Digital High Resolution of images to keep forever  

            (on discs – Originals, Black/White, Sepia, and Retouched folders) 

 

  * PLATINUM Package                                                                                   $4800 

 

- 8 Hours of Photography coverage on Wedding day 

- Includes 2 Hours of Engagement session (1 photographer) 

- Includes 2 Hours of Photography (Rehearsal dinner or Bridal) 

- Includes One Monaco 11x14 Album (20 sides) 

- Includes Five 16x20 Photo on Metallic paper 

- 2 Photographers on Wedding day 

- Unlimited photoshoot locations 

- Unlimited photos will be taken (around 1200 photos – wedding day) 

- Online Gallery (select images for friends/family to view/purchase) 

- FREE black/white and sepia images (around 150 images) 

- ALL images are color balanced 

- Special Retouching of up to 50 images 

- Digital High Resolution of images to keep forever  

            (on discs – Originals, Black/White, Sepia, and Retouched folders) 

 

* Engagement/Family/Bridal Photo Session (Not valid for short weddings)        $400 

- 2 Hours of Photography coverage 

- 1 Photographer  

- Online Gallery (select images for friends/family to view/purchase) 

- Add $400 for Digital High Resolution of images release, it is  

      Free if you book a Wedding package. 

- Unlimited photos will be taken (around 100 images) 

 

Additional Coverage is available for a rate of $200/hour. 

Please Contact us for a personalized custom package that fits your needs. 
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Traveling fee: 

- Within 50 miles of Zip Code 15235 is Free. 

- 1 hours drive is $200 

- 2 hours drive is $300. 

- 3 hours drive is $400. 

 

We are available for destination Weddings and Photo Session coverage anywhere in the 

World (Subject to Travel and Lodging fee).  

Service fee is in US Dollars and subject to change without notice.  

 

 

          for update on pricing, please visit: www.yosphoto.com or call us: 412-301-3013 

 

 

PRINTS Prices: 
 

Texture and Coatings choices available: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

   Prices : 

 

Sizes LUSTRE GLOSSY 

4x6  5.00 5.00 

5x7  6.00 6.00 

8x10 20.00 20.00 

11x14 22.00 22.00 

16x20 40.00 40.00 

 

- add 20% for Metallic paper from price list 

- add 30% for all type of texture from price list 

- add 50% extra for coatings from price list 

   eg. 1 print of 4x6 lustre pebble metallic with coating is 
    4.00 + (30% x 4.00) + (20% x 4.00) + (50% x 4.00) = 8.00  

 

Special prices are available for other print sizes as well; please contact us for more details. 

  

Texture choices LUSTRE GLOSSY METALLIC 

LINEN Available N/A Available 

PEBBLE Available N/A Available 

EMBASSY Available N/A Available 

With COATINGS Available N/A N/A 

http://www.yosphoto.com/
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    ∙ YOSPHOTO ∙ 
      Beautiful, Stunning Memories that last a lifetime … 

 

 Album/Photobook Prices: 

 Monaco  

 Hardcover with 2 toned Leather 

 Engraved on side and front cover 

 Choice of Lustre paper 

 Come with an album box 

 $900 for the 1
st
 album (10x10 size, 20 sides) 

 $1100 for the 1
st
 album (11x14 size, 20 sides) 

 Custom leather jacket for album is available ($300 extra) 

 

 Sydney (10x10 size, 20 sides) 

 Hardcover with a printed sleeve 

 Choice of Glossy or Matte paper 

 Come with an album case (Red or Black) 

 $700 for the 1
st
 album, $600 for each additional albums 

 $100 extra for each additional 10 sides 

 

 Bali (10x10 size, 20 sides) 

 Choice of Black, Chocolate, Red cover 

 $700 for the 1
st
 album, $550 for each additional albums 

 $100 extra for each additional 10 sides 

 $100 extra for Metallic Paper (standard is Lustre paper) 

 

 Bali (8x10 size, 20 sides) 

 Choice of Black or Chocolate cover 

 $600 for the 1
st
 album, $450 for each additional albums 

 $100 extra for each additional 10 sides 

 $100 extra for Metallic Paper (standard is Lustre paper) 

 

Custom Sizes Albums are available. Please contact us for more details.                                                                                       
 

 
 

 
 

 


